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ABSTRACT

Surmounting obstacles in the path of a robot vehicle is accomplished by rotating the wheel forks of the vehicle about their transverse axes with respect to the vehicle body so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the rear wheels, and then driving the vehicle forward so as to drive the now lightly-loaded front wheels (only) over the obstacle. Then, after the front wheels have either surmounted or completely passed the obstacle (depending upon the length of the obstacle), the forks are again rotated about their transverse axes so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the front wheels. Then the vehicle is again driven forward so as to drive the now lightly-loaded rear wheels over the obstacle. Once the obstacle has been completely cleared and the vehicle is again on relatively level terrain, the forks are again rotated so as to uniformly distribute the vehicle weight between the front and rear wheels.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Origin of the Invention
The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the Contractor has elected not to retain title.

2. Technical Field
The invention relates to mobile robot vehicles and in particular to miniature unmanned robot vehicles for use in exploring rough terrains such as planetary surfaces and more specifically to a method of operating such a vehicle for surmounting obstacles in the vehicle's path.

Background of the Invention
Various types of robot vehicles useful for exploring rough terrain such as planetary surfaces are known in the art. Of particular interest to the present invention is the type of robot vehicle disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,730,287 supported on two pairs of wheels connected to the vehicle body by respective struts, the front struts and the rear struts being independently rotatable about respective forward and rear axes intersecting the vehicle body and transverse to the direction of vehicle travel.

A critical problem in the operation of any robot vehicle in extremely rough terrain is how to climb or surmount obstacles in the vehicle's path. The technique illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 3,730,287 referenced above essentially is a crawl technique in which the forward struts reach out one-by-one at an obstacle to scale the obstacle by crawling over it, involving a fairly complex robotic control algorithm.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is a new method for surmounting obstacles in the path of a robot vehicle of the general type disclosed in the above-referenced patent. The method of the invention is to rotate the forks about their transverse axes with respect to the vehicle body so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the rear wheels, and then drive the vehicle forward so as to drive the now lightly-loaded front wheels (only) over the obstacle. Then, after the front wheels have either surmounted or completely passed the obstacle (depending upon the length of the obstacle), the forks are again rotated about their transverse axes so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the front wheels. Then the vehicle is again driven forward so as to drive the now lightly-loaded rear wheels over the obstacle. Once the obstacle has been completely cleared and the vehicle is again on relatively level terrain, the forks are again rotated so as to uniformly distribute the vehicle weight between the front and rear wheels.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, in the first shifting step of the method the weight is shifted to the rear wheels by rotating the front forks so as to shift the front wheels forward, while in the second shifting step of the method the weight is shifted to the front wheels by returning the front forks to their original angular position while rotating the rear forks so as to shift the rear wheels rearwardly.

A miniature robot vehicle called the Go-For robot vehicle has been built and successfully tested in accordance with the method of the present invention. The Go-For robot vehicle, which weighs about 4 kilograms, is 0.4 meters long, 0.3 meters wide and 0.3 meters wide. A four-wheeled, skid-steer vehicle, the Go-For robot vehicle employs a fork-wheeled mobility concept analogous to that disclosed in the above-referenced patent, in which its four wheels are configured such that the front two wheels and the rear two wheels are mounted on actively driven fork and strut mechanisms. This approach, which permits active articulation, allows the Go-For robot vehicle to surmount obstacles of height up to 60% of its length. The forks consist of individual struts extending down to the wheel hubs and connected through the body of the vehicle by torque-tubes. By making the struts almost as long as the distance between the torque-tubes, it is possible to rotate each of the torque-tubes entirely around freely, without interfering with the other in most positions.

While the invention is described in detail below with reference to the Go-For robot vehicle which is a miniature robot planetary rover, the invention is applicable to any type of vehicle, including toys vehicles or robot vehicles.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are sequential perspective views of the Go-For robot vehicle performing the method of the present invention in respective steps thereof.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
Referring to FIG. 1, a miniature robot vehicle includes a body 10, right and left front forks 12, 14 rotatable about a front fork axis 16 and right and left rear forks 18, 20 rotatable about a rear fork axis 22. At the distal end of each fork 12, 14, 18, 20 is mounted wheel 24, 26, 28, 30, respectively. The body 10 of the robot vehicle contains robot control electronics and servo-mechanisms of the type well-known in the art but specifically adapted in accordance with the invention to permit rotation of the forks about their respective axes 16, 22. In addition, the wheels 24, 26, 28, 30 are powered by electric motors and transmission devices inside the vehicle to drive the vehicle forward.

As indicated in FIG. 1, whenever an obstacle 32 is encountered, the front forks 12, 14 are rotated about the front fork axis 16 so as to thrust the front wheels 24, 26 forwardly, thereby shifting the majority of vehicle weight onto the rear wheels 28, 30. Then, the vehicle is driven forward toward the obstacle 32 so as to drive the front wheels 12, 14 over the obstacle 32 as shown in FIG. 2. Thereafter, as indicated in dashed line in FIG. 2, the front forks 12, 14 are rotated back to their original positions with respect to the vehicle body 10 to achieve the configuration of FIG. 3. Then, as shown in FIG. 4, the vehicle is driven forward again to so bring the rear wheels 18, 20 over the obstacle 32. After the vehicle has cleared the top of the obstacle, the forks 12, 14, 18, 20 are returned to their original positions corresponding to the configuration of FIG. 1. In the example of FIG. 4, however, the front forks are thrust forward as shown to provide stability during descent.

While the invention has been described by specific reference to preferred embodiments thereof, it is understood that variations and modifications thereof may be made without departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A method of operating a vehicle supported on front and rear wheels connected to the vehicle body by respective front and rear struts, the front struts and the rear struts being independently rotatable about respective forward and rear axes, wherein the axes intersect the vehicle body in a direction transverse to the direction of vehicle travel, said method comprising the steps of:

rotating the front struts simultaneously about their transverse axis with respect to the vehicle body from an original angular position to move the front wheels forward so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the rear wheels;

driving the vehicle forward by powered rotation of at least some of said wheels so as to drive the now lightly-loaded front wheels over an obstacle;

returning the front forks to their original angular position while rotating the rear struts simultaneously about their transverse axis with respect to the vehicle body to move the rear wheels rearward so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the front wheels;

and driving said vehicle forward by powered rotation of at least some of said wheels so as to drive the now lightly-loaded rear wheels over the obstacle.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising, after the obstacle has been cleared and the vehicle is again on relatively level terrain, rotating the front and rear struts so as to uniformly distribute the vehicle weight between the front and rear wheels.

3. A method of operating a vehicle supported on front and rear wheels connected to the vehicle body by respective front and rear struts, the front struts and the rear struts being independently rotatable about respective forward and rear axes, wherein the axes intersect the vehicle body in a direction transverse to the direction of vehicle travel, said method comprising the steps of:

rotating the front struts simultaneously about their transverse axis with respect to the vehicle body from an original angular position to move the front wheels forward so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the rear wheels;

driving the vehicle forward by powered rotation of at least some of said wheels so as to drive the now lightly-loaded front wheels on top of an obstacle;

returning the front forks to their original angular position while rotating the rear struts simultaneously about their transverse axis with respect to the vehicle body from an original angular position to move the rear wheels rearward so as to shift most of the vehicle weight onto the front wheels;

and, driving the vehicle forward by powered rotation of at least some of said wheels until clear of the obstacle; and,

rotating the front and rear struts so as to uniformly distribute the vehicle weight between the front and rear wheels once the vehicle is again on relatively level terrain.